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1. These compound words have been mixed up. Can you sort them so they are correct? Write 
the correct compound words below. 

a)  ________________

b)  ________________

c)  ________________

d)  ________________

e)  ________________

f)  ________________ 

2. Use your compound words in your own sentences. 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

I can use compound words in sentences

Word Bank

footpack drumboy backprint cowstick everydad grandday
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These compound words have been mixed up. Can you sort them so they are correct? Write the correct 
compound words below.  

a) footprint  
b) backpack
c) cowboy
d) drumstick 
e) everyday
f) granddad

Sentences should include one of the compound words and be correctly demarcated.
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1.	Match each picture to its compound word. Remember, you can spilt the compound word up 
into its two words to help you. The first one has been done for you. 

a) airbag  

_______________

b) raindrop  

_______________ 

c) waterfall 

_______________ 

d) keyhole 

_______________

I can read compound words by splitting the words into two shorter words.

Photo courtesy of Robbie1, slgckgc, VinothChandar (@flickr.com) Janipewter (@wikimedia commons) - granted under creative commons licence - attribution

a) air ba

air bag
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1.	Match each picture to its compound word. Remember, you can spilt the compound word up 
into its two words to help you. The first one has been done for you.   

 

a) airbag 

air bag  

b) raindrop  

rain drop 

c) waterfall

water fall

d) keyhole 

key hole

Compound Words
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ball basket

ball foot
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sun light

book case

wash mouth
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ear phones

back pack
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1.	Captain Compound has lost his superpowers and the compound words are no longer 
written correctly! Can you help Captain Compound by finding the words in each sentence 
that should be compound words? When you find them underline them and write the word 
correctly in the space provided. The first one has been done for you.  

a) The children built a snow man.               ____________________                                            

b) The rain bow was high in the sky.             ____________________  

c) The foot ball match was exciting.                      ____________________ 

d) The gold fish swam around the bowl.                     ____________________ 

e) The teacher gave the class lots of home work            ____________________ 

f) Dad put the dishes in the dish washer.      ____________________ 

2.	Can you choose a compound word for this sentence? 
   

Matthew went to bed because it was ______________. 

snowman

I can read compound words by splitting them into two shorter words.

I can write compound words by splitting them into two shorter words.

Word bank
bathroom bedtime afternoon



1.	Captain Compound has lost his superpowers and the compound words are no longer 
written correctly! Can you help Captain Compound by finding the words in each sentence 
that should be compound words? When you find them underline them and write the word 
correctly in the space provided. The first one has been done for you.  

a) The children built a snow man then they had a snow ball fight. 

____________________  ____________________  

b) There was a rain bow in the sky after the big thunder storm. 

____________________  ____________________  

c) The gold fish swam around in the fish bowl. 

____________________  ____________________   

d) The teacher gave the class lots of home work for the week end.    

____________________  ____________________   

e) Dad put the dishes in the dish washer and then cleaned the bath room.  

____________________  ____________________  

2.	Can you choose a compound word for this sentence? 
   

Matthew went to bed because it was ______________. 

Word Bank
night bedtime weekend

snowman snowball
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I can read compound words by splitting them into two shorter words.

I can write compound words by splitting them into two shorter words.



1.	Captain Compound has lost his superpowers and the compound words are no longer 
written correctly! Can you help Captain Compound by finding the words in each sentence 
that should be compound words? When you find them underline them and write the word 
correctly in the space provided. The first one has been done for you.   

a) On Wednesday, it snowed. The children were very excited. They couldn’t wait to 
build a snow man and to have a snow ball fight. They put on their coats and 
ear muffs and stepped out into the snow.   

b) The big thunder storm had caused lots of puddles on the play ground. The 
children put on their rain coats and went out side to jump in the puddles. In the 
sky they saw a beautiful rain bow.  

c) The teacher gave the class lots of home work to do at the week end. They had 
hand writing and reading, as well as maths and art. Every one thought it was 
too much! The teacher said it would only take them an after noon to complete. 

2.	Can you choose the correct compound words to add to these sentences? 

Matthew went to bed because it was ________________. It was Saturday and mum let 

him stay up till 9pm at the _________________. 

Word Bank
week end bedtime weekend bed time night

snowman snowball earmuffs

Correct the Compound Words
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I can read compound words by splitting them into two shorter words.

I can write compound words by splitting them into two shorter words.



     

Answers
1.	Captain Compound has lost his superpowers and the compound words are no longer written 

correctly! Can you help Captain Compound by finding the words in each sentence that should 
be compound words? When you find them underline them and write the word correctly in 
the space provided. The first one has been done for you.   

a) snowman  
b) rainbow  
c) football 
d) goldfish 
e) homework 
f) dishwasher  

 
2.	Can you choose a compound word for this sentence?   

Matthew went to bed because it was bedtime. 

1.	Captain Compound has lost his superpowers and the compound words are no longer written 
correctly! Can you help Captain Compound by finding the words in each sentence that should 
be compound words? When you find them underline them and write the word correctly in 
the space provided. The first one has been done for you.   

a) snowman, snowball  
b) rainbow, thunderstorm  
c) football, goalkeeper  
d) goldfish, fishbowl   
e) homework, weekend  
f) dishwasher, bathroom   

2.	Can you choose a compound word for this sentence?   

Matthew went to bed because it was bedtime. 

1.	Captain Compound has lost his superpowers and the compound words are no longer written 
correctly! Can you help Captain Compound by finding the words in each sentence that should 
be compound words? When you find them underline them and write the word correctly in 
the space provided. The first one has been done for you.   

a) snowman, snowball, earmuffs  
b) thunderstorm, playground, raincoat, outside, rainbow  
c) homework, weekend, handwriting, everyone, afternoon

2.	Can you choose a compound word for this sentence?   

Matthew went to bed because it was bedtime. It was saturday and mum let 
him stay up till 9pm at the weekend.

Compound Words
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1.	Look at the pictures. Each pair of pictures is representing a compound word. Can you work 
out what the compound words are? The first one has been done for you 

 

 

a)	              +     

 

_______________  +     _________________   =         ________________ 

b)       +   

 _______________  +     _________________   =         ________________ 

c)	   
     

      +   

_______________  +     _________________   =         ________________ 

What’s	the	Compound	Word?
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Word	Bank
butterfly firewoman snowman bathroom

hair brush hairbrush

I can write compound words by splitting the words into two shorter words.



d)	       + 

 _______________  +     _________________   =         ________________ 

e)	   
       +  

 _______________  +     _________________   =         ________________ 
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1.	Look at the pictures. Each pair of pictures is representing a compound word. Can you work 
out what the compound words are? The first one has been done for you.

 

 

 

a)              +     

 

_______________  +    _________________  =         ________________   

b)       +   

 _______________  +    _________________   =         ________________ 

c)   
     

      +   

_______________  +    _________________   =         ________________ 

Word	Bank
firewoman butterfly bathroom snowman

hair brush hairbrush

What’s	the	Compound	Word?
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I can write compound words by splitting the words into two shorter words.



d)       + 

 _______________  +     _________________   =         ________________ 

e)	   
       +  

 _______________  +     _________________    =         ________________ 

2.	Choose one of the compound words and use it in your own sentence. 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________
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1.	Look at the pictures. Each pair of pictures is representing a compound word. Can you work 
out what the compound words are? The first one has been done for you. 

 

 

 

a)              +     

 

_______________  +    _________________   =            ________________

b)	  

+        

 _______________  +    _________________   =          ________________ 

c)   
     

      +   

_______________  +    _________________   =          ________________ 

Word Bank

firewoman moonlight bathroom fingernails butterfly snowman

hair brush hairbrush

What’s	the	Compound	Word?
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I can write compound words by splitting the words into two shorter words.



d)       + 

 _______________  +    _________________   =          ________________ 

e)	   
       +  

 _______________  +    _________________   =         ________________

f)	       +

_______________  +    _________________   =         ________________

g)	       +

_______________  +    _________________   =       ________________ 

2.	Choose one of the compound words and use it in your own sentence. 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________
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Answers
1. Look at the pictures. Each pair of pictures is representing a compound word. Can you work out 

what the compound words are? The first one has been done for you. 

a) hair + brush = hairbrush  
b) bath + room = bathroom  
c) snow + man = snowman  
d) fire + woman = firewoman   
e) butter + fly = buttefly

1. Look at the pictures. Each pair of pictures is representing a compound word. Can you work out 
what the compound words are? The first one has been done for you. 

a) hair + brush = hairbrush  
b) bath + room = bathroom  
c) snow + man = snowman  
d) fire + woman = firewoman   
e) butter + fly = buttefly 

1. Look at the pictures. Each pair of pictures is representing a compound word. Can you work out 
what the compound words are? The first one has been done for ywou. 

a) hair + brush = hairbrush  
b) bath + room = bathroom  
c) moon + light = moonlight  
d) snow + man = snowman  
e) fire + woman = firewoman  
f) butter + fly = butterfly  
g) finger + nails = fingernails

Compound	Words
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7 marks

Remember compound words are two separate words which have been joined together 
to make a new word. 

1.	Look at each of the words below. If the word is a compound word, draw a smiley face in the  
 box. If it’s not a compound word, draw a sad face.

afternoon

blueberry

table

bookcase

sofa

radio

motorbike

2.	Look at the pictures. What is the compound word? 

_____________________

a verb 

an adjective 

a noun 

an adverb 

1 mark
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_________________________

_________________________

3.	Write a sentence about the picture using a compound word.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

2
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this page
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Compound	Words	Mini	Test
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**END OF TEST**

2 marks
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Look at each of the words below. If the word is a compound word, draw a smiley 
face in the box. If it’s not a compound word, draw a sad face. 

afternoon 

blueberry

table

bookcase

sofa

radio

motorbike       

Look at the pictures. What is the compound word?

rainbow

snowflake

lighthouse 

Write a sentence about the picture using a compound word.

Answer should contain the compound word bookcase and be correctly demarcated.

1 

 

7 marks

2 3 marks

3 1 mark


